A one-loop matching calculation between Lattice NRQCD and full QCD for the heavy-light axial current is described and the effects of renormalization on fB are discussed.
Introduction
An important ingredient in lattice studies of B meson decays, is the matching between currents in full continuum QCD and current operators of the lattice theory being simulated. The GLOK collaboration, for instance, uses NRQCD to simulate b-quarks together with tadpole improved clover light quarks [1] . One goal is to calculate the pseudoscalar meson decay constant f P S , 0 | A µ | P S = p µ f P S .
(1)
In general, several operators of the effective theory are associated with a given full QCD current operator and one has, for instance,
Our task is to identify the relevant operators J (j) and calculate the matching coefficients C j to a given order in α and 1/M . We present here results of a matching calculation through O(α/M ) [2] and discuss their implications for f B .
The Lattice Action and Current Operators
The lattice NRQCD heavy quark action density used in the perturbative calculations is * Talk presented by J.Shigemitsu for the GLOK Collaboration at LATTICE '97, Edinburgh, July 1997.
with 
Hence at tree-level,
At one-loop one needs to include, for Γ = γ 5 γ 0 and massless light quarks, a third operator
Furthermore, on the lattice there is a discretization correction to J (0) ,
with
imp projects only onto matrix elements that exist in the continuum theory. In perturbation theory C A starts out O(α). J (disc) is the analogue of the discretization correction a ∂ µ P (P = pseudoscalar density) to the axial current in light physics emphasized by the Alpha collaboration. Recent studies have shown that this term has a non-negligible effect on f π around β = 6.0. In heavy-light physics the improvement term J (disc) to J (0) also leads to a significant correction to f B .
Matching and One-Loop Correction Terms
In order to determine the matching coefficients C j we consider scattering of a heavy quark by the heavy-light current (qΓh or the J (i) 's) into a light quark. The calculation is carried out in both full QCD and in lattice NRQCD and one requires that the scattering amplitudes in the two theories agree through O(α/M ). For the continuum QCD calculation we use NDR in the M S scheme. A gluon mass λ is introduced at intermediate stages as an IR regulator. IR divergences cancel between the continuum and lattice contributions to the C j 's. After taking mixing among the J (i) 's into account one ends up with the following one-loop expression,
The matrix elements on the RHS are evaluated in the effective theory NRQCD. Writing C A = α ρ d , one sees that there are four one-loop correction terms to A 0 and hence also to f P S α ρ 0 J
, α ρ 1 J
, α ρ 2 J In Fig.1 we show contributions from these terms to a 3/2 f P S √ M P S . Simulation results for the matrix elements were obtained on β = 6.0 quenched configurations and results are for κ = κ strange and α = α P (1/a). One should note the relative importance of the discretization correction term α ρ d J (disc) . At the B-meson, due to cancellation among the other one-loop corrections, this is the dominant one-loop term which, as we will see in the next section, leads to a ∼ 12% reduction of f B relative to the tree-level result. Both Although the numbers change slightly upon going from clover to Wilson, the qualitative feature of cancellation among the three one-loop corrections around the B meson still holds. As a result the difference between tree-level and one-loop corrected f B is smaller for Wilson than for clover. On the other hand there will be large scaling violations due to the omission of the sizeable J (disc) improvement term. Fig. 2 shows preliminary GLOK collaboration results for,
Results for f B
with ln(aM ) in C 0 and C 1 set to ln(aM b ) ≈ ln(2.2) for all M 0 . This ensures a smooth aM → ∞ limit and contact with HQET scaling formulas while preserving the correct f B for the physical B meson. q * for the coupling α P (q * ) is not known yet for this calculation and we show results for aq * = π and aq * = 1. Using the ρ-meson mass to fix a −1 one finds, In both cases, one-loop corrections are a 9% (14%) effect for aq * = π(1). Taking an average, the preliminary estimate for quenched f B at β = 6.0 is, f B = 0.149 (12)( +22 − 5 )(9) GeV The second error comes from scale uncertainties and the third from higher order relativistic and perturbative corrections.
